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About This Game

Go Go Electric Samurai is a competitive multiplayer arena shooter. It's hockey, in spaceships, on an obstacle course, with
psychedelic visuals and a pulse-pounding soundtrack. Players go head to head in 1v1 to 3v3 setups and try to get the ball in the

opposing team's net while shooting down enemy players.

Each ship comes with its own set of strengths and weaknesses. Some will have more speed and maneuverability while others will
have more defence to withstand shots.

The game is built with a community in mind and so we're looking to you for feedback on what power-ups/features you'd like to
see in the game. The game is also supported with community tournaments, including a launch tournament that has a $1,000

prize pool. Check out gogoelectricsamurai.ca for tournament details.
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Title: Go Go Electric Samurai
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Hexagon Games, NAMI TENTOU
Publisher:
Hexagon Games
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 200 MB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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I had a lot of fun with this game. Simple yet well designed systems, good character variety and some very solid risk/reward
rogue-like level design. I really enjoyed the overall presentation as well. GG!. opening link in your browser is not acceptable and
not funny adding me to your discord channel without asking me that you will add me or you will open link for me.. This thing is
awesome. Just buy it.. "That was ***** awesome!", This game is "Unf***** believable!"

Seriously though, it is. Best bunnyhopping speedrun simulator I've ever played.

Just whack your speed and jump skills up and you can just launch yourself past everything. The story and characters are so
hilariously bad that they end up being good, in a strange and twisted way. As much as I want to, I can't hate on this game. I
actually enjoyed my playthrough and had a lot of laughs due to the terrible models, animations and voice acting.

I wouldn't recommend buying it at full price but if it's ever on a decent sale and you need a good laugh, give Battle For The Sun
a shot and "Shoot like a b****".. Completely unplayable. The concept is great and in theory, the game could be excellent.
However, the "developers" seem to have forgotten about the game. No updates, no news, no hope. I'd quite likely change this
into a positive if the "developers" cared and got involved with what players are left.

I understand that the "developers" have been through a bit of a rough patch, but if they aren't interested in the community, they
should not have released this as early access. A real shame.. So awsomeXDDDDD. Short yet interesting little game, found
myself hunting for achievements which I rarely do.
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Back in the day i got the original game for free in a magazine.
It was Simple but really fun this new version is just the just a little better.. I know there's only two games but I adore this series.
Everything's cute. The game is easy to understand and if you're patient, it's easy to finish in less than 90 minutes. The random
lifeforms you meet and then cure say funny things. I hope there's more to come!. Nice strategy game. Its terrible.
Does not do what is says it does.. This is a great turn-based strategy. The heroes and equipment, the spells (global and battle), the
diverse units - it all makes for a hell of a lot of fun. If you liked the Heroes of Might & Magic series or turn-based strategy in
general then it's well worth a look! (Helps if you like fantasy settings though!). I♥♥♥♥♥♥ON THE BALLS OF YOUR DEAD
ONES

10/balls. I am having a lot of fun playing this game. Absolutely worth the $5 I spent on it.. Wife plays these kind of games and
seems to enjoy it. The puzzles are a little harder which makes the game last longer. We noticed they spelled ANYTHING
incorrectly in the book shelf in the archive.
For 99 cents the game is worth it still IMO. Could not host a match and start game. Could not ready up in other people's lobbies.

Basically, you can't play the game. I was going to play with some mates and they all had the same issues; after trying to figure
out the issues for about half an hour, we gave up.

It's unfortunate, I was interested to play a bomber man type game; especially multiplayer with some friends.
I hope these issues get addressed, but I can't be bothered sitting around longer than I have for a game to not work.
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